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Super Tempera Washable Paint
Bright and amazing clean colours with a long shelf life!  A safe and non-toxic high-grade wash-
off poster paint�  Ideally suited for art education and particularly suitable for large-area poster 
painting, stencil and printing techniques, finger painting and general artwork�  FAS Super 
Tempera is ready-made for instant use, it will not separate or spoil, with no shaking or stirring 
required� 

The strong-pigmented bright tones offer a wide selection of traditional colours that can be 
mixed together to create customised tones� All colours are highly opaque and dry quickly giving a strong, even, matt finish 
and good coverage�

Super Tempera - 2 Litre
2 Litre | $12.40

Super Tempera - 5 Litre
5 Litre | $28.90

FA-140 | White

FA-141 | Yellow

FA-142 | Deep Yellow

FA-143 | Orange

FA-145 | Brilliant Red

FA-146 | Crimson

FA-144 | Pink

FA-147 | Burgundy

FA-148 | Violet

FA-149 | Ultra Blue

FA-150 | Blue

FA-151 | Colbalt Blue

FA-152 | Green

FA-153 | Leaf

FA-154 | Ochre

FA-155 | Umber

FA-156 | Black

FA-157 | White

FA-160 | Yellow

FA-162 | Orange

FA-164 | Brilliant Red

FA-163 | Pink

FA-167 | Violet

FA-169 | Blue

FA-171 | Green

FA-174 | Umber

FA-175 | Black

Paint
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Super Tempera - 500ml
500ml | $5.40

FA-332 | White

FA-333 | Yellow

FA-334 | Deep Yellow

FA-335 | Orange

FA-337 | Brilliant Red

FA-338 | Crimson

FA-336 | Pink

FA-339 | Burgundy

FA-340 | Violet

FA-341 | Ultra Blue

FA-342 | Blue

FA-343 | Cobalt Blue

FA-344 | Green

FA-345 | Leaf

FA-346 | Ochre

FA-347 | Umber

FA-348 | Black

FA-180 | Fluoro Blue

FA-181 | Fluoro Green

FA-184 | Fluoro Orange

FA-186 | Fluoro Red

FA-185 | Fluoro Yellow

FA-183 | Fluoro Pink

FA-182 | Fluoro Magenta

Super Tempera  Fluorescent - 2 Litre
Bright and amazing clean colours with a long shelf life!  When the fluorescent colours are displayed under ultraviolet 
(black) light they come alive with a magical glow�   A safe and non-toxic high-grade wash-off poster paint�  Ideally 
suited for art education and particularly suitable for large-area poster painting, stencil and printing techniques, finger 
painting and general artwork�  FAS Super Tempera is ready-made for instant use, it will not separate or spoil, with no 
shaking or stirring required� 

The super bright fluorescent colours are not recommended for intermixing, as this would destroy their brilliance of 
tone�  

2 Litre | $23.90
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Total Wash Paint
Designed to totally wash from fabric!  You’ll be amazed by just how simple and safe this wash-off poster paint is to use�  
Formulated to a premium quality, environmentally-friendly and non-toxic, this no fuss kids’ paint will wash out of all fabrics�  
Use directly from the bottle�

Total Wash Paint - 500ml
500ml | $5.40

Total Wash Paint - 2 Litre
2 Litre | $12.20

FA-112 | White

FA-129 | Brown

FA-125 | Cool Blue

FA-197 | Purple

FA-196 | Warm Blue

FA-120 | Cool Yellow

FA-121 | Warm Yellow

FA-122 | Orange

FA-124 | Cool Red

FA-123 | Warm Red

FA-126 | Green

FA-127 | Leaf

FA-128 | Skin Tone

FA-130 | Black

FA-100 | White

FA-110 | Brown

FA-106 | Cool Blue

FA-195 | Purple

FA-194 | Warm Blue

FA-101 | Cool Yellow

FA-102 | Warm Yellow

FA-103 | Orange

FA-105 | Cool Red

FA-104 | Warm Red

FA-107 | Green

FA-108 | Leaf

FA-109 | Skin Tone

FA-111 | Black

FA-198 | Pink

FA-131 | Pink
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Acrylic Paint - 500ml
500ml | $7.90

Acrylic Paint Fluorescent- 500ml
500ml | $11.90

Acrylic Paint
Acrylic paint is a thick flowing fine art paint for children� It’s rapid-drying feature is suitable 
for use on paper and cardboard with brushes or fingers� It’s non-toxic and environmentally 
friendly and comes in a large range of brilliant colours�

FA-271 | White

FA-272 | Cool Yellow

FA-273 | Warm Yellow

FA-274 | Flesh Tint

FA-275 | Orange

FA-277 | Cool Red

FA-278 | Magenta

FA-276 | Warm Red

FA-279 | Violet

FA-280 | Warm Blue

FA-281 | Cool Blue

FA-282 | Cobalt Blue

FA-283 | Deep Green

FA-284 | Dark Green

FA-285 | Light Green

FA-286 | Yellow Oxide

FA-287 | Gold Oxide

FA-288 | Raw Umber

FA-289 | Black

FA-349 | Crimson

FA-298 | Fluoro Green

FA-296 | Fluoro Red

FA-295 | Fluoro Yellow

FA-297 | Fluoro Magenta
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People Paint:  500 ml - 6 pottles
FAS Super Tempera People Paint is a safe and non-toxic 
high-grade wash-off poster paint in a series of skin tones�  
Intermixable colours make it possible to paint a variety of 
skin types�  Now children can paint every skin colour under 
the sun!  Best of all, Super Tempera paint washes right off 
skin and clothes for quick & easy cleanups�  Lots of classroom 
fun!  

FA-270 | Set of 6 bottles | $39.90

FA-222 | Blue

FA-227 | Fairy Pink

FA-224 | Gold

FA-220 | Green

FA-226 | Krystal

FA-221 | Red

FA-223 | Silver

FA-225 | Violet

Glitter Paint - 500ml
FAS Glitter Paint is non-toxic, bright, shiny glitter in a 
coloured, transparent paint base�  Easy to use and fast 
drying paint for all sorts of art and craftwork applications� 
Colours do not dry to one metallic colour, a sparkle is 
guaranteed�

500ml | $8.90

FA-193 | Copper

FA-190 | Pale Gold

FA-191 | Rich Gold

FA-192 | Silver

Super Tempera Metallic Paint - 500ml
FAS Super Tempera Metallic Paint is richly formulated, has a 
thick and creamy consistency that offers a rich, strong and 
long lasting colour�  Made from high quality pigments in 4 
metallic colours� 

This exciting non-toxic water-soluble poster paint is great 
for special effects, creative artwork and decorating on 
almost any surface� 

500ml | $13.90
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Powder Paint - 600gm
FAS Powder Paint is an opaque tempera paint in powder form� Economical and easy to use, just 
add water and mix to the required consistency� Offers a long shelf life with the ability to make-up 
the paint as required�   Made from non-toxic, finely ground pigments giving a brighter full strength 
colour to your finish�  Makes 3 litres of tempera paint�

600gm | $13.90

FA-200 | White

FA-201 | Yellow

FA-202 | Deep Yellow

FA-203 | Orange

FA-204 | Brilliant Red

FA-208 | Burgundy

FA-205 | Violet

FA-210 | Ultra Blue

FA-209 | Blue

FA-207 | Green

FA-206 | Leaf

FA-211 | Ochre

FA-212 | Umber

FA-213 | Black

FA-372 | Red

FA-373 | Green

Fastex Textile Fabric Ink - 500ml
500ml | $7.40

FA-361 | White

FA-362 | Yellow

FA-363 | Orange

FA-364 | Brilliant Red

FA-365 | Blue

FA-366 | Violet

FA-367 | Green

FA-368 | Umber

FA-369 | Black

FA-370 | Yellow

FA-371 | Pink

Fastex Fluorescent Textile Fabric Ink - 250ml
250ml | $5.90

Fastex Textile Fabric Ink
Ready-to-use and highly concentrated, Fastex textile fabric inks create beautiful effects on 
natural and selected synthetic fibres� The fresh and intense colours are truly versatile and easy 
to apply� Ideal for painting and screen printing, they become completely resistant to washing 
and dry cleaning�   The ink requires heat setting to seal the ink into the fabric�N

EW
!

Use on 
fabric!
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Jovi Watercolour Paint Set - 12 colours
A collection of 12 watercolour paints in a convenient 
tray�  

D-JOV80012 | 12 colours | Paint discs size 22mm | $6.90N
EW

! Jovi Watercolour Paint Set - 18 colours
A collection of 18 watercolour paints in a convenient 
tray�  

D-JOV80018 | 18 colours | Paint discs size 22mm | $8.90N
EW

!

Watercolour Palette Set - 18 colours
A collection of 18 watercolour paints in a stackable round 
cassette�  

D-171505 | 18 colours | Paint discs size 22mm | $7.90N
EW

!Watercolour Palette Set - 12 colours
A collection of 12 watercolour paints in a stackable 
round cassette�  

D-171540 | 12 colours | Paint discs size 22mm | $4.90N
EW

!

Tempera Colour Block Paints - 9 Refill
Popular and economical compressed poster powder colour 
set� 30mm x 5mm discs can be used in the Tempera Colour 
Block Paints 9 set�

EC-252 | 9 set refill | Paint discs size 30mm | $1.20

Tempera Colour Block Paints - 9 Set
Popular and economical compressed poster powder 
colour set in a tough palette�  Paint disc size 30mm x 
5mm discs�

EC-253 | 9 set | Paint discs size 30mm | $4.50

Tempera Colour Block Paints - 6 Set
Convenient and economical poster colour block set of 6 
paint discs in a tough palette� Disc size 44mm x 8mm�

EC-251 | 6 set | Paint discs size 44mm |  $8.90

Tempera Colour Block Paints - 6 Refill
Replacement sets of 1 each of 6 colours used in the 
Tempera Colour Block Paints 6 set�  Paint disc size 44mm x 
8mm�

EC-250 | 6 set refill | Paint discs size 44mm | $3.90
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Indian Ink
Waterproof Indian 
Ink is great for pen or 
brush use�  The non-
toxic ink can be used 
over paints and wax 
crayons�

FA-360 | 1 Litre 
$19.90

FAS Painting Dye - 30gm
A water soluble non-toxic painting dye that comes in a handy plastic pot makes up brilliant colours�  The powder dissolves 
in warm water to make up a quantity of 3 litres�  May be used as a watercolour paint, drawing ink, a colour wash or a 
non-permanent fabric dye� Get creative and apply over wax crayons as a wash, paper mache or finger painting�

Makes up 3 Litres | $4.40 each

FAS Super Dye - 500ml
Super Dye is a pre-mixed non-toxic liquid painting dye that is ready for instant use directly from 
the bottle�  Formulated specifically for school use and offers a strong brilliant range of colours 
which are made from food dye pigments� It paints like a watercolour and can be used on many 
creative art projects�  Cleans up quickly from hands and fabrics�  

500ml | $5.40 each

FA-320 | Yellow

FA-329 | Ochre

FA-321 | Orange

FA-324 | Brilliant Red

FA-325 | Burgundy

FA-327 | Ultra Blue

FA-326 | Blue

FA-328 | Violet

FA-323 | Green

FA-322 | Leaf

FA-330 | Umber

FA-331 | Black

Dye

Watercolour Palette Set - 18 colours
A collection of 18 watercolour paints in a stackable round 
cassette�  

D-171505 | 18 colours | Paint discs size 22mm | $7.90

FA-300 | Yellow

FA-301 | Orange

FA-304 | Red

FA-308 | Purple

FA-306 | Blue

FA-303 | Green

FA-302 | Lime

FA-310 | Brown

Marbling Kit
Marbling means maximum fun!  Create truly exquisite effects on paper 
and fabrics�  Water based� 

EC-370 | Consists of a stain resistant tray, special effects comb, 6 vivacious 
coloured inks in 15ml dropper top bottles and full instructions | $74.90 417
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FAS Face Paint - 120ml
Easy to apply and easy to clean up� This range of non-toxic face paints will have your kids glowing� Apply with brushes, 
fingers or sponge directly onto skin and the paint will dry to a matt finish� All standard colours are made with quality 
cosmetic pigments, non-toxic and are designed for safe use on skin�  Get painting when sports teams are competing, at 
parties, art and craft projects, school galas and shows��� the opportunities are endless!

$6�90

FA-232 | Deep Yellow

FA-233 | Orange

FA-235 | Red

FA-236 | Burgundy

FA-238 | Sky Blue

FA-237 | Blue

FA-230 | White

FA-234 | Green

FA-231 | Yellow

FA-239 | Brown

FA240 | Black

FAS Metallic Face Paint - 120ml
Silver and gold shimmery metallic face paint will have kids really excited!  Easy to apply with a brush, sponge or finger 
directly onto skin�  Easy to remove with soapy water�  Designs such as robots, Tin Man, C3PO or any superheroes will come 
to life with metallic face paints!

$6�90

FA-250 | Gold

FA-251 | Silver

FAS Fluorescent Face Paint - 120ml
Get glowing with fluorescent face paint! Easy to apply with a brush, sponge or finger, 
fluoro paint will stay on for hours and glows under UV light� Easy to remove with soapy 
water�� Get painting when sports teams are competing, at parties, art and craft projects, 
school galas and shows��� the opportunities are endless�

$6�90

FA-262 | Fluoro Blue

FA-261 | Fluoro Green

FA-265 | Fluoro Orange

FA-264 | Fluoro Red

FA-260 | Fluoro Yellow

FA-263 | Fluoro Pink

Face Paint
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Giotto Glamour Face Paint Pencils  
- Pack of 6 colours
Soft cosmetic pencil suitable for face and body skin� 
They are certified and safe products made of natural 
ingredients and high quality pigments�  Made with 
genuine beeswax, dermatologically tested, washable 
and gluten free�  These pigmented pencils (6�25mm) 
allow shading even over a wide area�  They have a long 
life and do not break�

EC-GCPP6 | Pack of 6 pencils | $19.90

Giotto Face Paint Pencils - Pack of 6 
colours
Soft cosmetic pencil suitable for face and body skin� They 
are certified and safe products made of natural ingredients 
and high quality pigments�  Made with genuine beeswax, 
dermatologically tested, washable and gluten free�  These 
pigmented pencils (6�25mm) allow shading even over a wide 
area�  They have a long life and do not break�

EC-GCP6 | Pack of 6 pencils | $24.90

Face Painting Brushes  
- Pack of 3
These compact brushes are a great 
addition to any kit and provide a 
variation of lines that you can’t 
produce with just one brush� This 
pack contains three brushes: one fine, 
one round and one flat�

J-7750200 | Set of 3 | $9.90

Snazaroo High Density Sponges  
- Set of 10
Ten high density sponges ideal for applying face paint�

J-7750110 | Pack of 10 | $17.90
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Easels

Magnetic All-In-1 Easel
Paint, write or draw on either the 
blackboard or magnetic whiteboard� This 
adjustable-height double-sided wooden 
easel has a place for everything� The 
height is adjustable from 95cm to 1�10m�  
Includes: 3 paint pots, double sided 
easel with blackboard and magnetic 
whiteboard and replaceable paper roll 
(additional paper rolls sold separately - 
code HA-E1011)�   
Size 1.14m (W) x 1.41m (L) x 2.80m (H)

HA-E1010 | $124.90

N
EW

!

Tikk Tokk Royal Easels
Manufactured using the latest techniques in easel design, the Royal Easels are presented in exceptional high grade 
solid European Beech Wood - a hard wood which is able to sustain high volume usage� Developed to facilitate fine 
motor skill development from toddler to primary school age, the Royal Easels are the perfect tool to encourage 
painting, drawing, writing and imaginative skills in children� Ideal for educational organisations and playrooms� 
Size 115 x 58 x 45cm 

HA-TRE02n | 4 in 1 easel includes:  magnetic chalkboard, whiteboard with paper clip and fitted spill-proof tray and paint pots  
$139.90

HA-TRE01n | 5 in 1 easel includes:  felt-board, magnetic chalkboard, whiteboard with paper clip and with fitted spill-proof tray 
and paint pots | $158.90

N
EW

!

HA-TRE01n
HA-TRE02n

4-in-1  
easel! 5-in-1  

easel!
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Kids Tabletop Easel
A durable kids easel with one side a 
dry-erase board and the other side 
a blackboard�  The easel has a built 
in handle, smooth sanded edges and 
folds away for easy storage�  Ideal for 
painting & drawing activities� Includes a 
10 metre paper roll�   
43 x 43 x 32cm | Includes 10m paper roll 
J-6454001 | $94.90

N
EW

!

Tikk Tokk Boss Easel
Created to provide toddlers to primary school 
children an excellent platform for artistic 
development, fine motor skill development, writing 
skills development and general enjoyment with lots 
of fun, by way of painting, drawing, learning to 
write, and storytelling and more�

TikkTokk Boss Easels are high quality and truly 
exceptional value, incorporating a white board with 
paper clip, chalk board, magnetic board and a spill 
proof tray with paint pots� 
Size 110 x 55 x 40cm 
HA-TBE02n | $120.90

N
EW

!

Easel Paper Roll
Imagine the possibilities! Sized perfectly for the 
Magnetic All-In-1 Easel, the long roll of premium white 
paper is 36cm x 20m� Make your mark with pencils, 
crayons, markers or chalk or paint it with poster paints 
or watercolours, this paper is awaiting the imaginative 
touch! Whether on an easel, a table or unrolled on 
the floor, this is the perfect paper for any project or 
masterpiece!  Use with Magnetic All-in-1 Easel  
(HA-E1010)� 
Size 36cm (W) x 20m (L)

HA-E1011 | $8.90

N
EW

!

Paint Drying Rack - 24 shelves
A sturdy rack with foldable metal shelves 
and three wheels for ease of mobility�  Fits 
up to A2 size paper�  Includes 25 shelves 
(46cm wide and 34cm deep)�  
Size 97cm (H) | Assembly required 

ED-523019 | $249.90

N
EW

!

Mobile rack 
stores up to 

A3 size
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Flat Brush - Class Pack 
Assorted pack of 60 flat tip brushes 
containing 10 each of size 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 
and 12 with medium length handles�  
Height up to 24cm�  Series 577�

EC-291 | Set of 60 | $42.90

Round Brush - Class Pack
Assorted pack of 60 round tip brushes 
containing 10 each of size 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 
and 12 with medium length handles�  
Height up to 24cm�  Series 582�

EC-290 | Set of 60 | $42.90

Sponge Brushes
These traditional foam sponge brushes are useful for 
applying different effects to artworks by using the 
different brush profiles�  Also great for applying washes to 
water colour artworks�

J-5745100 | Set of 3 | $5.90

Large Area Brush
This smooth and easy to clean brush is ideal for large 
areas� Great for use with paste and varnish�

EC-658 | Single brush | 50mm brush width | $1.20

EC-65812 | Set of 12 | 50mm brush width | $11.90

Flat Brush - Eterna Series 577
Popular flat bristle brush, ideal for acrylic, water-based 
projects and oil painting�  Medium handle�

D-57700 | Size 0 - Single brush |  48 cents

D-57704 | Size 4 - Single brush | 68 cents

D-57708 | Size 8 - Single brush | 68 cents

D-57712 | Size 12 - Single brush | 83 cents

D-57716 | Size 16 - Single brush | $1.05

Round Brush - Eterna Series 582
Popular round bristle brush, ideal for acrylic, water-
based projects and oil painting�  Medium handle�

D-58201 | Size 1 - Single brush | 63 cents

D-58203 | Size 3 - Single brush | 68 cents

D-58205 | Size 5 - Single brush | 73 cents

D-58207 | Size 7 - Single brush | 98 cents

D-58209 | Size 9 - Single brush | $1.23

D-58212 | Size 12 - Single brush | $1.90

Fine Round Tip-Series 252
A economical class set of fine tip  
brushes made of soft fibre�

D-252CL | Pack of 144 | $59.90

Brushes
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Jumbo Stubby Flat Brush
This flat brush is a good size for 
children�  Made from genuine hog 
bristle�  Height 18�5cm�

EC-281 | Single brush | $1.20

EC-28112 | Set of 12 | $12.90

Jumbo Stubby Round 
Brush
This round brush is made from genuine 
hog bristle�  Great size for children to 
use�  Height 18�5cm�

EC-282 | Single brush | $1.40

EC-28212 | Set of 12 | $14.90

Jumbo Stubby Round 
Brush - Set of 30
Jumbo brushes with a plastic handle� 
Comes in a set of 30�  Height 19cm�

EC-292 | Set of 30 | $34.90

My First Paint Brush
This unique round bulb handled 
short brush is ideal for small hands 
or children having difficulty gripping 
the regular style brushes� Assorted 
coloured 12cm handles�  Full height 
15cm�

EC-283 | Set of 24 | $38.90

Short n Stubby Brush 
Stubby stencil brush�  

EC-287 | Single brush | $1.90 
EC-28706 | Set of 6 | $10.90

Glue Brush
Flat glue brush�  Brush measures 18cm�

EC-280 | Single brush | 60 cents

EC-28030 | Set of 30 | $14.90

Shaving Brush
Designed for easy grip by small hands� 
Brush measures 7�5cm�

EC-269 | Single brush | $1.90 

Micro Stubby Brush

EC-284 | Single | 55 cents

EC-28460 | Set of 60 | $24.90

Midi Stubby Brush

EC-286 | Single | 80 cents

EC-28660 | Set of 60 | $32.90

Mini Stubby Brush

EC-285 | Single | 60 cents

EC-28560 | Set of 60 | $25.90

Stubby Brushes
Great brush for children’s hands� These  round brushes are made from genuine hog 
bristle�  Height up to 16cm�
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Painting Accessories

Art Tray - White
Ideal for marbling, block printing 
finger painting and painting�  
Measures 40 x 30 x 2�5cm�

EC-322 | Single tray | $9.50

Art Trays - Pack of 4
Durable trays are suitable for carrying 
glue, paint or collage materials� Size 40 
x 30 x 3cm�

EC-323 | 4 colours | $36.90

Non-Spill Paint Pots  
- Pack of 6
Uniquely designed pot prevents spillage 
and has grooves to rest brushes in� 6 
Paint Pot Stoppers included� 

EC-330 | 6 pots & paint stoppers | $10.90

Water Pots - Pack of 5
Designed with an extra wide base for 
super stability�  Measures 9�5 x 10�5cm�

EC-333 | Set of 5 colours | $12.90

Water Pot - White
Designed with an extra wide base for  
stability�  Measures 9�5 x 10�5cm�

EC-332 | Single pot | $2.90

Paint Pot Stopper
Paint pot stoppers are designed to 
work with Non-Spill Paint Pots� Perfect 
if you’re storing paint in the paint pots 
for a period of time�

EC-340 | Set of 10 stoppers | $4.90

Non-Spill Paint Pot
Uniquely designed pot prevents 
spillage and has grooves to rest brushes 
in�

EC-331 | Black lid | $2.40

EC-339 | Clear lid | $2.40

Paint Pump
A paint pump eliminates clumsy 
tipping of paint into containers� 
Just pump the quantity required as 
needed� Keeps spills to a minimum 
and is an economical method of 
paint distribution�  Fits on 2 & 5 L 
paint bottles�

FA-600 | Single pump | $9.90

Brush Holder
A robust plastic 49 partitioned round 
brush holder�  14cm in diameter�

EC-337 | 49 partitions | $4.90
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Lino Roller - 100mm
Suitable for lino printing, 
lamination and spreading� This 
Lino Roller is manufactured from 
industrial rubber for long-lasting 
durability with steel bearings and 
an ABS plastic handle that doubles 
as a stand for cleaner work�  
Roller 100mm (W)

EC-R100MM | $7.40

N
EW

!
Palette - 6 Well
Durable 6 well palette measures 27�5 
x 18cm�  Holds Tempera Colour Block 
Paint discs or any liquid paint� Paint 
not included�

EC-325 | 6 well | $3.10

Palette - 10 Well
Durable 10 well palette measures 
6�5 x 11cm� Holds Tempera Colour 
Block Paint discs�  

EC-326  | 10 well | $2.40

Paint Pipettes - Set of 10
15cm long pipettes are ideal for use 
with water colours, food dyes and 
thinned acrylic paints�

D-ARTPP10 | Pack of 10 | $3.90

Storage Dispenser 
Bottles - Set of 12
Refillable plastic bottles with screw top 
witch’s cap for easy dispensing�

EC-667 | 125ml | Set of 12 | $22.90

EC-668 | 250ml | Set of 12 | $24.90

EC-671 | 500ml | Set of 12 | $26.90

Red Splatter Screen
Ideal for small hands (130mm x 90mm)� 
Rectangular sieve with handle suitable 
for splatter painting or glazing� Use a 
very stiff nylon scrubbing brush (eg: a 
nail/hand brush) with watered down 
colour�

EC-SSR105 | Single screen | $4.90

Sponge Rollers - Set of 10
Plastic handle with sponge roller comes 
in 3 sizes�

EC-334 | Pack of 10 | 25mm | $3.90

EC-335 | Pack of 10 | 40mm | $4.90

EC-336 | Pack of 10 | 60mm | $5.90

Paint Tray
Heavy duty plastic roller tray with 
four separate bays for sponge rollers�  
Measures 52�5 x 23�5cm�

EC-328 | 4 bays | $11.90

Artist Colour Wheel
Colour wheels are an essential 
accessory when teaching the 
fundamentals of colours, hues and 
tints� This wheel explains primary, 
secondary, tertiary and aggressive 
colours� Measures 23.7cm in 
diameter.

EC- 201 | $12.90

Extra
LARGE!
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Paint Drying Rack - 24 shelves
A sturdy rack with foldable metal shelves 
and three wheels for ease of mobility�  Fits 
up to A2 size paper�  Includes 25 shelves 
(46cm wide and 34cm deep)�  
 Size 97cm (H) | Assembly required 

ED-523019 | $249.90

N
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Mobile rack 
stores up to 

A3 size

 
Decorative Fish Nets
An excellent addition to wall space!  This 
decorative fish net can be suspended from 
the ceiling or wall and used to display collage, 
crafts and other projects� Measures 6 x 1�8 
metres�

EC- 320 | Blue | $34.90

EC- 321 | Natural (fawn) | $38.90

Giant Painting Pegs - Set of 12
These strong, robust pegs are ideal in the classroom for both 
art and other imaginative group activities� Each peg is 10cm 
long and 4�5cm wide�  4 colours�

EC-324 | Set of 12 | $18.90

Flower Sorting Trays - Pack of 6
These brightly coloured flower shaped sorting trays are great for 
all counting, sorting and classifying activities� Diameter 40cm, 
depth 4cm�

EC-FSTR6 | Pack of 6 | Size 40cm | $48.90
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Wooden Dolly Pegs  
Pack of 30
Pack of 30 natural coloured Dolly Pegs� 
Peg length 110mm�

D-KANW347 | Pack of 30 | $6.90

Artist Smocks
Made from wipe clean, protective material for messy play where 
ordinary aprons just won’t do!  Elasticised soft cotton collar and 
cuffs are gentle on skin�  Open back ventilation and loose fitting 
flexible design�

EC-341 | Green/Blue | Ages 2-4 | $12.90

EC-343 | Green/Blue | Ages 5-8 | $14.50

EC-344 | Purple | Ages 5-8 | $14.50

Super Strong Magnetic 
Hooks - Set of 4
Great for hanging art work, pocket 
charts, flip charts, decorations, hand 
pointers and more�  Each hook 
holds up to 9kg�  Measures 3�8cm in 
diameter�

LER-2694 | Set of 4 | $21.90

Super Strong Magnetic 
Clips - Set of 4
Excellent for holding art work, 
student portfolios or large stacks of 
homework - up to 50 pages (9 kgs)�  
Use on whiteboards, filing cabinets 
or any magnetic surface�  Measures 
3.8cm in diameter.

LER-2692 | Set of 4 | $24.90

Sponge Bowls  
- Pack of 6
Colourful multi-purpose bowls ideal 
for use when painting with sponges or 
brushes�  Measures 15cm in diameter�

LER-0745 | 6 colours | $16.90

Sponge Bowl Inserts 
- Pack of 6
Set of 6 assorted colours to fit Sponge 
Bowls�  Ideal for finger painting or 
stamping use�

EC-657 | 6 colours | $8.50

Splash Paint Mat
A heavy duty robust paint mat that 
will help to keep both the classroom 
and home clear of paint splashes�  
Measures 150 x 150cm�

EC-329 | Measures 150 x 150cm | $10.90

Holds up 
to 9kg

Holds up 
to 9kg
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Fairy
EC-525 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Farm Animals
EC-526 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Fruit
EC-527 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Jungle
EC-528 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Sea Life
EC-529 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Transport
EC-531 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Vegetables
EC-532 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Christmas
EC-536 | 6 Stamps | $16.90

Paint & Dough Stampers
Stampers are made of robust plastic and ideally suited for both classroom and home use� 80mm high with a stamp 
diameter of 60mm, they are great for general art activities and themed projects� 

Paint Effects
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Paint Explorers Rollers: 
Set 1 - Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different 
patterns�

D-DERPE705 | Pack of 4 | $15.90

Paint Explorers Rollers: 
 Set 2 - Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different 
patterns�

D-DERPE855 | Pack of 4 | $15.90

Paint Explorers Rollers: 
Set 3 - Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different 
patterns�

D-DERPE876 | Pack of 4 | $15.90

Paint Effect Stampers  
- Pack of 6
Exciting paint effects can add to and 
stimulate young artist’s imagination�  
Robust and hard wearing with a 
solid handle grip�  Each stamp has a 
different texture�  Suitable to use with 
dough also�  Stamp size 6cm�

EC-270 | Set of 6 designs | $9.90

Match-It Stamps:   
Set A - Pack of 6
Match-it Stampers are just fun painting 
tools presenting both the positive and 
negative image for young students� 
Designed to suit little hands�  These 
stampers can be used with paint and 
dough�

EC-MISA6 | Set of 6 designs | $22.90

Match-It Stamps:   
Set B - Pack of 6
Match-it Stampers are just fun painting 
tools presenting both the positive and 
negative image for young students� 
Designed to suit little hands�  These 
stampers can be used with paint and 
dough�

EC-MISB6 | Set of 6 designs | $22.90

Easi-Grip Double End 
Paint Tools - Pack of 3
Designed specifically for young hands, 
these soft ergonomically shaped dough 
and clay tools are ideal for first timers� 
These stampers can be used with paint 
and dough�

EC-EGT3 | Set of 3 designs | $24.90

Hemispherical Pattern 
Stampers - Pack of 4
Easi-Grip 4 in 1 multi pattern roller 
set gives endless variety of patterns�  
Children will have fun pulling apart 
and remaking the roller with their  
desired patterns� These stampers can 
be used with paint and dough�

EC-HPS4 | Set of 4 designs | $15.90

Animal Pattern Rocker 
Stampers - Pack of 4
Easi-Grip stampers ideal for first timers 
encouraging creative pattern activity� 
These stampers can be used with paint 
and dough�

EC-APRS4 | Set of 4 designs | $16.90
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Rubbing Plates  
- School Set of 12
Suitable for use with crayons, pencils 
and markers�  Set contains twelve easily 
recognised farm animals, jungle animals 
and garden animals�

EC-361 | 12 designs | $22.90

Easi-Grip Texture Wands A - Pack of 4
Ideal for young hands, these soft, ergonomically 
designed brush wands introduce new ways to create first 
masterpieces!

EC-EGTWA4 | Set of 4 | $21.90

Easi-Grip Texture Wands B - Pack of 4
Ideal for young hands, these soft, ergonomically 
designed brush wands introduce new ways to create first 
masterpieces!

EC-EGTWB4 | Set of 4 | $21.90

Sponge Rollers - Set of 10
Plastic handle with sponge roller comes in 
3 sizes�

EC-334 | 25mm | $4.70

EC-335 | 40mm | $4.90

EC-336 | 60mm | $6.50

Easy Grip Pattern 
Makers - Pack of 4
Enduring pattern makers ideal for 
small young hands� 40mm round 
pattern face�

EC-524 | Set of 4 | $9.90

Rubber Pattern Rolling 
Pins -Pack of 4
A set of patterned rolling pins which 
are suitable for dough or paint�

EC-534 | Set of 4 | $24.90

Shaving Brush - Mini
A fun way to explore painting with 
an alternative tool� Brush measures 
7�5cm�

EC-269 | Single brush | $1.90

Scrape-It Pattern 
Makers - Set of 4
Create imaginative art by dragging 
Scrape-It Pattern Makers over wet 
paint or sand, creating swirls, line 
work and any number of pattern 
effects�  Scrapers measure 13cm wide�

EC-345 | Set of 4 different designs | $6.90
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7 Colour Stamp Pad
You won’t be at a loss for colour with this seven-color 
stamp pad� Including a black stamp pad on one side and 
green, blue, orange, red, yellow and purple on the other 
side� Non-toxic, washable ink prints sharp and dark�

LER-4275 | 7 colours | $23.90

EC-264 | Purple

EC-266 | Yellow

EC-260 | Blue

EC-261 | Green

EC-262 | Orange

EC-263 | Pink

EC-265 | Red

Jumbo Stamp Pads
Jumbo Washable Paint Pads are non-toxic�  Suitable for paint stampers and also ideal as a finger paint pad�  
Pads measures 16cm in diameter�

$5�40

Washable Stamp Pads
Pads features long-lasting, non-toxic ink that doesn’t 
stain, making clean-up easy on skin and clothes�   
Pads measure 7.6 x 5.7cm

EI-1438  Black | $7.90

EI-1432  Blue | $7.90

EI-1434  Red | $7.90

EI-1435  Green | $7.90

Alphabet & Number Stamps
Stamp numbers, letters, alphabet, words and sentences 
with these high-quality rubber stamps!  Each comes in a 
durable, clear plastic storage case� 
  
EI-1470  Uppercase | Stamp size 1.6cm | $26.90 

EI-1471  Lowercase | Stamp size 1.6cm | $26.90

Wooden Alphabet Stamp Set
Write exciting messages with this beautifully 
organised wooden alphabet stamp set� It includes 
56 letters (upper and lowercase), punctuation 
marks and a 4-colour stamp pad� Keep it neat in the 
convenient wooden storage tray� 
56 stamps and 4-colour stamp pad

MD-3557 | $39.90
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Giant Stencils for Making 
Masks - Pack of 10
Giant stencils are ideal for making masks�  Ten 
different designs including a rabbit, monkey, 
mouse, pig, frog, bear, cat, horse, lion and 
walrus� Made of flexible plastic�

D-DERWS303 | Pack of 10 designs | $16.90

Numbers
Stencil size 11cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-103 | 10 stencils | $8.90

Lowercase
Stencil size 11cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-102 | 26 stencils | $16.90

Uppercase
Stencil size 11cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-101 | 26 stencils | $16.90

NZ Stencils
Pack of 6 stencils featuring a fern, koru, kiwi, tiki, 
pohutukawa and maori patterns�   
Pack of 6 | Each stencil is 12.7 x 12.7cm | Made of plastic

AI-3851 $13.90

N
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Maori Alphabet Stencils
The Maori alphabet or Te Pu Taka Maori consists of 
10 consonants and 5 vowels�  Great for wall displays! 
20 stencils per pack | Each stencil is 23 x 19cm  
Made of card

AI-3573 | $7.90
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Stencils
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Transport
Stencil size 20cm high� Made of plastic�

EC-106 | 6 designs | 12 stencils | $12.90

Farm Yard
Stencil size 20cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-107 | 6 designs | 12 stencils | $12.90

Family Members
Stencil size 20cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-108 | 6 designs | 12 stencils | $12.90

Christmas
Stencil size 20cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-661 | 6 designs | 12 stencils | $12.90

Zoo Animals
Stencil size 15cm high� Made of strong 
card�

T-65005 | 12 designs | $13.90

Sea Life
Stencil size 15cm high� Made of strong 
card�

T-65006 | 12 designs | $13.90

Common Shapes
Stencil size 15cm high� Made of strong 
card�

T-65003 | 12 designs | $13.90

Geometric Shapes
Stencil size 11cm high�  Made of plastic�

EC-104 | 12 designs | 24 stencils | $9.90

New Zealand Animals
Stencil size 20cm high� Made of plastic�

EC-105 | 6 designs | 12 stencils | $12.90
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Glue Sticks - 40gm
These Italian, non-toxic, acid free quality washable glue sticks� These are the higher quality PVP formulation glue rather 
than the cheaper PVA formula�

EC-450 | Single | $2.70 
               Buy 12+ | $2.20 each

Powder Paste Glue 
- 300gm 
This a no-mess, no-fuss, no-lump 
paste glue! Easy to mix with cold 
water and excellent to spread�

FA-400 | 300gm | $9.90

Glue Pot - Set of 6 
Handy storage pot for glue with a 
built-in brush� Each pot holds 250ml�

EC-660 | Set of 6 | $26.90

Glue Brush
A flat tipped brush suitable for glue�  
175mm (L), 13mm (W)�

EC-280 | Single brush | 60 cents

EC-28030 | Set of 30 brushes | $14.90

Paste Spreaders
Make pasting economical with 
durable, easy-clean paste spreaders� 
130mm (L)�

EC-451 | Single | 60 cents

EC-452 | Multi-colour - set of 24 | $12.90

PVA High Grade Glue 
Suitable for a wide range of 
applications including paper, card and 
wood construction�

FA-420 | 2 litres | $21.90

PVA School Grade Glue 
This non-toxic, clear drying craft glue 
is ideal for construction work involving 
light wood, fabric and cardboard� 

FA-411 | 2 litres | $11.90

FA-410 | 5 litres | $29.90

Glue
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High Temperature Mini Glue Gun and Glue Sticks
A mini size glue gun for crafts, floral and do-it-yourself projects� Use high 
temperature for better bonding to metal, wood, plastics, ceramics, magnet 
and all non porous material� The higher the temperature the better the 
bond� Features a built-in stand or gun can rest safely on its side� Safety fuse 
included for enhanced protection� 10 Watts� 

D-HTMINIG | High Temp. Mini Glue Gun | $12.90

D-HTMINIG12 | Glue Sticks - Pack of 12 (7mm diameter) | $3.20

AI-5923 | Glitter Sticks - Pack of 10 | 5 colours | 100mm (L), 7mm (W) | $2.50

Cool Shot Mini Glue Gun and Glue Sticks
Super low temperature mini glue gun is ideal for crafts, art and 
school projects� Glue dries in seconds� Insulated nozzle-safer 
for finger tips� Bonds to paper, ribbon, lightweight fabric, and 
other delicate materials� Use only with Cool Shot glue sticks�  10 
Watts� 

D-COOLSHOT | Cool Shot Mini Glue Gun | $16.90

D-COOLSHOT15 | Glue Sticks - Pack of 15 - (7mm diameter) | $5.50

D-COOLSHOT1KG | Glue Sticks - 1kg pack - (7mm diameter) | $64.90

High Temperature Full Size Glue Gun and Glue Sticks
A full size glue gun for crafts, floral and do-it-yourself projects�  
Use high temperature for better bonding to metal, wood, plastics,  
ceramics, magnet and all non porous material� Remember the  
higher the temperature the better the bond� The ergonomically  
designed “stand up” glue gun features a removable base stand�  
The gun stands easily without falling over� Glue gun can also  
rest safely on its side� Safety fuse included for enhanced  
protection� 40 Watts� 

D-HTFULLG | High Temp. Full Size Glue Gun | $18.90

D-HTFULLG6 | Glue Sticks - Pack of 6 (11mm diameter) | $3.20
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Thick Stick Chalk
Create BIG outdoor art with the 
only sidewalk chalk in bright, 
bold Crayola crayon colours! The 
Anti-Roll shape keeps sticks handy 
without rolling away and produces 
fine lines or broad strokes that 
simply wash away with water�

CR-512048 | Set of 48 different colours 
| $21.90
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Wooden Duster
A hard wearing wooden handled felt 
duster is ideal for both blackboards 
and whiteboards�  Measures 110mm x 
50mm�

EC-423 | Single duster | $3.60

Dustless Chalk - White
This dustless chalk is non-toxic and 
superior quality�  You will have no messy 
hands or dust particles in the air when 
using dustless chalk�  Chalk measures 
80mm in length�

EC-424 | 100 pieces | $4.40

Dustless Chalk - Coloured
Great economical value yet strongly 
pigmented dustless classroom chalks� Say 
goodbye to dusty hands and classrooms! 
Chalk measures 80mm in length�

EC-421 | 100 pieces | $5.40

Stumpies Chalk
Coloured Stumpies chalks are ideal for 
small hands� Each chalk measures 57mm

EC-422 | 40 pieces | $11.90

Jumbo Sidewalk Chalk
This non-toxic and biodegradable chalk 
bucket contains 24 jumbo washable 
100mm x 25mm chalks that are easy to 
grasp� Included is a sponge and  
re-usable bucket�

EC-420 | 24 pieces | $10.90

Chalk
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Whiteboard Markers

Mungyo Whiteboard Markers
Quick drying, vivid coloured whiteboard markers�     

D-PENMUMA12 | Round Tip | Single: black | $1.80

D-PENMUMAC4W | Chisel Tip | 4pk: red, green, blue, blk | $5.60

D-PENMUMA8 | Round Tip | Pack of 8 (shown above) | $11.90

D-PENMUMAC8 | Chisel Tip | Pack of 8 (shown above) | $11.90

N
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Whiteboard Dry-Erase Pens

1 pen | $2.60 each 
12+ pens | $2.20 each

J-543  Red 
J-559  Green 

J-528  Black  
J-535  Blue Buy 12+ 

SAVE 
$$

Artline Whiteboard Markers - 2mm
Artline whiteboard marker tips provide a dense colour 
without the odour�

PL-157744 | Pack of 4 colours | 2mm round tip | $18.90

PL-157944 | Pack of 4 colours | 5mm chisel tip | $18.90

Crayola Dry-Erase Visi-Max Markers
Designed by teachers especially for the classroom�  Low 
odour, bold colours, no squeaks and easy erase�

CR-988900 | Pack of 8 markers | 8 colours | $19.90 
 

Fine Tip Black Whiteboard Markers
Ideal for student whiteboards, these markers erase easily� The fine tip measures 1�2mm� The marker is approximately 130mm 
in length with the cap on�  
1.2mm tip

TFC-11945A | Set of 5 | $5.40

TFC-11945B | Set of 100 | $96.90

Buy 100+ 
SAVE 

$$
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Giotto Turbo Maxi School Pack  
- Pack of 288
These bright radiant non toxic water based ink markers 
are ideal for school projects, art and colouring� The 
markers have long lasting 2�8mm nibs along with child 
safe ventilated caps� 

EC-GTM288 | Pack of 288 | $149.90

Giotto Turbo Markers  
- Set of 12
These bright radiant non toxic water 
based ink markers are ideal for school 
projects, art and colouring� The 
markers have long lasting 2�8mm nibs 
along with child safe ventilated caps�

EC-400 | Set of 12 | $3.40

Giotto Turbo Maxi 
Markers - Pack of 12
These strong broad tipped markers 
have jumbo chunky barrels ideal for 
small hands� The markers have long 
lasting and extra strong tight fitting 
nibs (5mm) along� 

EC-402 | Set of 12 | $8.40

Giotto Turbo Markers School Pack - Set of 96
These bright radiant non toxic water based ink markers are ideal 
for school projects, art and colouring� The markers have long lasting 
2�8mm nibs along with child safe ventilated caps� 

EC-401 | Set of 96 | $25.90

Giotto Turbo Maxi Markers School Pack  - Set of 48
These strong broad tipped markers have jumbo chunky barrels ideal for small 
hands� The markers have long lasting and extra strong tight fitting nibs (5mm) 
along with child safe ventilated choke proof caps and child proof stoppers� 
Water-based non-toxic colours wash off skin with soap and warm water� 

EC-403 | Set of 48 | $27.90

Markers

Pack of  
288 Maxi 
Markers!
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Colorations Dabber Dot Markers  
- Pack of 24
These mini-sized markers have nibs specially designed to 
make dabber dots and are strong enough to drag across 
paper�  Lines will vary in thickness depending on the 
pressure applied�  Includes 3 each of 8 brilliant colours�  
Easy for small hands to use and control and easy to 
clean up!

J-3067283 | Set of 24 | $59.90

200 Classic Washable 
Markers Classpack

New Ultra-Clean Washable Markers 
are formulated to provide brilliant 
colour where you want it while 
washing easily where you don’t!

CR-588200 | Set of 200 | $149.90
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Giotto Decor Materials Markers  
- Set of 12
These fibre pens are suitable for any type of surface; the 
colours have extra covering powers and are super-imposable� 
Permanent on porous surfaces (stone, wood and rubber), ink 
can be washed off smooth surfaces such as glass and mirrors 
with a damp cloth� 

EC-669 | Set of 12 | $26.90

Giotto Decor Textile Markers  
- Set of 12
Water-based, non-toxic and safe, markers will easily wash off 
your hands and come with a special fixed brush tip specially 
designed for fabric, and a ventilated safety cap� Colours can 
be fixed by pressing with warm iron� 

EC-670 | Set of 12 | $21.90

Texta Liquid Chalk
Liquid chalk is water based and can be used on windows 
and glass�  The vibrant colours can be wiped easily using 
a cloth or eraser�  
15mm chisel tips 

PL-0388040  Blue pen | $8.90

PL-0388060  White pen | $8.90

PL-0400580  4 colours: blue, white, pink, yellow | $31.90 
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Use on 
glass!
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Crayola Coloured 
Pencils Class Pack  
- Pack of 240
240 pencils come in 12 bright colours 
- enough for the whole class to 
enjoy!  Comes with twelve additional 
sharpeners�

CR-688024 | Set of 240 | $124.90

Crayola Triangular 
Pencils Class Pack - Set of 
240
Set of 240 pencils in 12 colours�  Pencils 
have thick, strong leads and easy grip 
triangular shapes for young artists�  
12 pencil sharpeners included�

CR-688214 | Set of 240 | $114.90

Jumbo Pencil Sharpener
Jumbo Sharpener for Jumbo Pencils�

EC-434 | Single sharpener | 90 cents

Lyra Jumbo Skin 
Tone Pencils  
- Pack of 12
Set of 12 Lyra Colour 
Giants pencils contain an 
assortment of skin tones� 
Pencils have a resistant, soft, 
extra-thick 6�25mm wide 
leads�

EC-433 | Set of 12 | $19.90

Jumbo Triangular 
Colouring Pencils   
- Pack of 12
12 different coloured pencils have an 
extra thick barrel and soft colour lay 
down�  Free pencil sharpener included�

EC-428 | Set of 12 | $11.90

Crayola Full Size 
Coloured Pencils  
- Pack of 12
Twelve intense coloured pencils with 
thick, strong leads are made from 
recycled wood�

CR-684012 | Set of 12 | $6.90

Lyra Jumbo Neon Pencils  
- Pack of 6
Set of 6 Lyra brilliant neon coloured 
pencils, with resistant, brilliant, soft, 
waterproof, extra-thick 6�25mm wide 
leads�

EC-432 | Set of 6 | $17.90

Pencils
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Jumbo Triangular Colouring Pencils School 
Pack  - Pack of 120
Jumbo triangular colour pencils have been designed especially to 
correct those awkward grips that hinder free flowing hand writing 
and drawing�  12 different colours�

EC-429 | Set of 120 | $92.90

Stubby Jumbo Colouring Pencils School Pack 
- Pack of 120
Set of 120 pencils in 12 different colours are 88mm long, hexagonal 
pencils with strongly pigmented bonded leads� 

EC-426 | Set of 120 | $58.90

Jumbo Triangular 
HB Pencils   
- Pack of 12
Unique triangular shape 
encourages correct pencil grip 
from a young age�

EC-427 | Set of 12 | $10.90

Jumbo Triangular HB Pencils Class Pack   
- Pack of 120
Unique triangular shape is designed to encourage the correct pencil grip�

EC-430 | Set of 120 | $96.90

Stubby Jumbo Colouring 
Pencils - Pack of 12
12 different coloured pencils are 
88mm long, hexagonal pencils with 
strongly pigmented bonded leads� 
Includes a pencil sharpener� 

EC-425 | Set of 12 | $8.90
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Oil Pastels Jumbo  
- Pack of 12
Non-toxic Jumbo Oil Pastels display 
fine quality and rich colours� Pastels 
measures 11mm x 70mm�

EC-381 | Set of 12 | $3.20

Oil Pastels Jumbo - Pack of 24
Non-toxic Jumbo Oil Pastels display fine quality and rich colours� Pastels 
measures 11mm x 70mm�

EC-382 | Set of 24 | $5.90

Oil Pastels Standard  
- Pack of 12
Non-toxic Jumbo Oil Pastels display 
fine quality and rich colours� Each 
Pastel measures 8mm x 58mm�

EC-383 | Set of 12 | $2.90

Oil Pastels Standard - Pack of 24
Non-toxic Jumbo Oil Pastels display fine quality and rich colours� Each Pastel 
measures 8mm x 58mm�

EC-384 | Set of 24 | $5.40

Oil Pastels Jumbo Class 
Pack - Pack of 432
Non-toxic Jumbo Oil Pastels display 
fine quality and rich colours� Pastels 
measures 11mm x 70mm�

EC-OPJ432 | Set of 432 | $112.90

Pastels
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Willow Charcoal
Charcoal has a beautifully soft and consistent 
texture, so no scratchy marks, and they’re strong so 
they will not snap easily�  

D-COACHAR2 | 25 sticks | Sticks 5-6mm thick | $9.60

D-COACHAR5 | 70 sticks | Assorted sizes | $16.60

N
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Oil Pastels
Sets of black and white pastels�

D-PASDAPXL12W | White | Pack of 12 | $4.40

D-PASDAPXL12B | Black | Pack of 12 | $4.40

Jumbo Fluoro Oil Pastels - Pack of 12
Superior quality and rich colours make up this range of 
non-toxic oil pastels in a larger size� Pastels measure 12mm 
x 70mm�

EC-387 | Set of 12 | $4.20

Jumbo Metallic Oil Pastels - Pack of 12
The creamy composition is easy to apply and washable, 
reducing the mess factor� Metallic Oil Pastels will add the 
wow factor to art work! Pastels measure 12mm x 70mm�

EC-388 | Set of 12 | $4.20

Coloured Oil Pastels Class Packs
Pack of top quality oil pastels�  Strong colours, water resistant and blendable�  Ideal for classrooms� 

D-PASDAPXL48 | Pack of 48 | $16.90

D-PASDAPXL336 | Pack of 336 | $98.90
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Crayola Jumbo Crayons - Pack of 12
The large size of the Jumbo Crayons makes them easy to 
hold and hard to break - idea for young children�  Crayon 
size is 101 x 14mm�

CR-52912 | Set of 12 | $9.40

Crayola Twistable Crayons Class Pack - Pack of 240
No need to sharpen here!  Simply twist the ends�  The 6mm crayons come in protective plastic barrels to prevent 
breakage�  Exciting colour assortment of 16 colours� Crayons measure 160mm in length�

CR-527240 | Set of 240 | $139.90

Crayola Large Crayons Class Pack - Pack of 400
Large sized crayons in 8 brilliant colours!  Smooth lay-down and hard to break� Crayons measure 100mm in length�

CR-521038 | Set of 400 | $154.90

Crayola Washable Window Crayons 
- Pack of 5
Twist-up crayons are bright and bold, dry quickly without 
smudging and wash easily off all glass surfaces�

CR-529765 | Set of 5 | $11.90

Crayons
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FAS Crayons Class Pack - Pack of 120
120 super thick crayons in assorted colours�  Enough 
crayons to keep plenty of kids busy and creative! Crayons 
measure 130mm in length�

FA-500 | Set of 120 | $37.90

Twist-It Crayons - Pack of 12
Self propelling crayons in sturdy plastic barrel� No mess and 
no need for sharpening these non-toxic crayons� 12 vibrant 
colours measure 170mm in length�

EC-385 | Set of 12 | $5.90

Jovi Plastic Crayons School Pack  
- Set of 300 primary colours
The most durable plastic crayon on the market! Ideal for 
drawing and have a shiny, even texture�  Odour-free, the 
crayons don’t stain and because you use the whole crayon, 
they last for a very long time� They don’t form lumps and 
sharpening them is easy�  

D-JOV909A | Set of 300 | $76.90

Jovi Wax Crayons School Pack  
- Set of 72
Small, thick, soft��� suitable for all ages, but 
particularly as children’s first crayons   They do 
not stain, they are odourless and do not break 
when dropped�  Wax crayons glide well over 
paper, are good for drawing and sharpening 
them is easy�  Crayon size 90 x 15mm�  Sharpener 
included�

D-JOV97372 | Set of 72 | $28.90

Jovi Wax Crayons School Pack  
- Set of 300
Small, thick, soft��� suitable for all ages, but particularly 
as children’s first crayons   They are also odourless and 
don’t break if dropped and don’t stain - perfect!  Wax 
crayons glide well over paper, are good for drawing and 
sharpening them is easy�

D-JOV989 | Set of 300 | $105.90
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Black Board: 210gsm
DP-15058 | A4 | 100 sheets | $13.90 

DP-15057 | A3 | 100 sheets | $26.90 

DP-15056 | A2 | 100 sheets | $49.90

Wet Strength Cartridge Paper: 
130gsm
TP-1304 | A4 | 250 sheets | $19.90 

TP-1303 | A3 | 250 sheets | $33.90 

TP-1302 | A2 | 250 sheets | $64.90

Wet Strength Cartridge Card: 
230gsm
TP-1403 | A3 | 100 sheets | $32.90

TP-1402 | A2 | 100 sheets | $59.90

Cartridge Paper: 120gsm
TP-1204 | A4 | 250 sheets | $12.50

TP-1203 | A3 | 250 sheets | $21.90 

TP-1202 | A2 | 250 sheets | $36.90

Cartridge Paper: 100gsm
TP-1004 | A4 | 250 sheets | $10.90

TP-1003 | A3 | 250 sheets | $19.90

TP-1002 | A2 | 250 sheets | $33.90

Triple Coated Black Paper: 115gsm
DP-15062 | A4 | 100 sheets | $7.90 

DP-15061 | A3 | 100 sheets | $16.40 

DP-15060 | A2 | 100 sheets | $29.40

Paper
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Fluoro Paper: 80gsm
DP-1512 | A4 | 100 sheets | 4 fluoro colours | $8.90 

DP-1514 | A3 | 100 sheets | 4 fluoro colours | $18.90

Pastel Card: 160gsm 
DP-2115 | A4 | 250 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $24.90 

DP-2113 | A3 | 125 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $31.90 

DP-2111 | A2 | 125 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $62.90

Bright Paper: 80gsm
DP-2124 | A4 | 500 sheets | 5 bright colours | $27.90 

DP-2122 | A3 | 250 sheets | 5 bright colours | $36.90 

DP-2120 | A2 | 250 sheets | 5 bright colours | $68.90

Bright Card: 160gsm 
DP-2114 | A4 | 250 sheets | 5 bright colours | $28.90 

DP-2112 | A3 | 125 sheets | 5 bright colours | $32.90 

DP-2110 | A2 | 125 sheets | 5 bright colours | $64.90

Pastel Paper: 80gsm
DP-2125 | A4 | 500 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $26.90 

DP-2123 | A3 | 250 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $33.90 

DP-2121 | A2 | 250 sheets | 5 pastel colours | $64.90

Bright Board: 225gsm - 100 sheets
DP-2104 | A4 | 100 sheets | 5 bright colours | $18.90

DP-2102 | A3 | 100 sheets | 5 bright colours | $42.90 

DP-2100 | A2 | 100 sheets | 5 bright colours | $84.90 447
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Coloured Newsprint
A very affordable and versatile paper that can be 
used for drawings or painting�  Ideal for daily use in 
kindergartens and playcentres�  

TP-COLNEWSA4 | A4 | 250 sheets | 5 colours | $12.90

TP-COLNEWSA3 | A3 | 250 sheets | 5 colours | $22.90

N
EW

! Newsprint
DP-601 | A4 | 500 sheets | $5.50 

DP-613 | A3 | 500 sheets | $11.90

DP-600 | A2 | 500 sheets | $24.90

Easel Paper Roll
Imagine the possibilities! Sized perfectly for the 
Magnetic All-In-1 Easel, the long roll of premium 
white paper is 36cm x 20m� Make your mark 
with pencils, crayons, markers or chalk or paint it 
with poster paints or watercolours, this paper is 
awaiting the imaginative touch! Whether on an 
easel, a table or unrolled on the floor, this is the 
perfect paper for any project or masterpiece! 
Size 36cm (W) x 20m (L)

HA-E1011 | $8.90
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Matt Paper Circles:  
70gsm - 100 sheets 
These double sided paper circles have 
a matt finish and come in a range of 
assorted colours�

DP-80151 | 100 sheets | Size 12cm | $3.90

Glossy Paper Circles:  
70gsm - 100 sheets 
These double sided paper circles have 
a glossy finish and come in a range of 
assorted colours�  

DP-80252 | 100 sheets | Size 12cm | $4.40

Matt Paper Squares:  
70gsm - 360 sheets
Suitable for all types of display and 
collage work including origami� Paper 
comes in 12 assorted colours� 

DP-80130 | 360 sheets | Size 12.7cm | $9.90

Use with 
easels on 

Pg. 421
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Amazing Animal Paper - 40 sheets
Cut and fold incredible animals!  Awesome images of 
eight popular animal patterns�  Acid free sheets measure 
21 x 27cm�  Idea guide included�

J-3067125 | 40 sheets | $12.90

Tissue A4 - Pack of 120 sheets
Colours include red, dark blue, pine green, orange, pink 
and yellow�  20 sheets of each colour�   
Sheet size A4�

D-HEBTID | Pack of 120 sheets | $4.40

Sugar Paper 
Made in New Zealand from recycled paper, Sugar Paper is a 
tough, coarse paper�  The texture is slightly rough and the 
surface is unfinished� Due to the source material, mainly wood 
pulp, small particles are visible on the paper’s surface� Great for 
art and craft projects�

TP-1801 | Grey colour  
  A2 Size | 250 sheets  | $28.90

TP-1820 | Rope Brown (licorice) colour   
                 A2 Size | 250 sheets  | $48.90

TP-1850 | 10 assorted colours  
                 A2 Size | 100 sheets  | $24.90

TP-1851 | 10 assorted colours  
                 A3 Size | 250 sheets  | $29.90

Crepe Paper
Stretched, curled, fluted or fringed - crepe paper is ideal 
for all kinds of craft work�  
Measures 50cm (H) x 2m (W) | $1.20

DP-0315  
Black

DP-0314  
Brown

DP-0310  
Dark Blue

DP-0320  
Purple

DP-0307  
Light Orange

DP-0303  
White

DP-0306  
Yellow

DP-0308  
Orange

DP-0323  
Pink

DP-0324  
Crimson

DP-0304  
Light Green

DP-0305  
Dark Green

DP-0309  
Light Blue

DP-0301  
Red

Newsprint
DP-601 | A4 | 500 sheets | $5.50 

DP-613 | A3 | 500 sheets | $11.90

DP-600 | A2 | 500 sheets | $24.90

Cellophane
These thin, transparent sheets are available in five 
colours�   
Sheet size 90 x 100cm

D-901R | Red | $1.90

D-901G | Green | $1.90

D-901Y | Yellow | $1.90

D-901B | Blue | $1.90

D-901T | Clear | $1.90
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Craft Scissors
Four sets of scissors with 
different designs�  Scissors 
measure 14cm� 

EC-461 | Set of 4 | $6.90

Dual Control 
Scissors
Specially developed to 
assist children� The child 
places their fingers in the 
loops closest to the blades 
whilst the adult places their 
fingers over the child’s, 
into the outer loops� Round 
ended safety blades� Size 
190mm�

EC-462 | Single | $5.90

Easy Grip 
Squeezy Scissors
Connecting handles for 
left and right handed� Size 
190mm�

C-463 | Single Scissor | $5.90

First Scissors
First Scissors are made of 
durable plastic with blunted 
ends� They will not cut hair, 
clothes or skin� Ideal for 
paper or dough� Cannot 
rust�  Size 130mm�

EC-464 | Single Scissor | $1.50 
12+ scissors | $1.20 each

Spring Scissors
These spring assisted, blunt 
nosed safety scissors help 
young children and disabled 
hands to cut with greater 
assurance�  Size 133mm�

D-S0SC03 
Single | $1.60 each 
12+ scissors | $1.40 each

Left Handed 
Scissors
Ruled (0 to 50mm) scissors 
with rounded stainless steel 
blades� 133mm length�

D-S01001 
Single | $1.40 each 
12+ scissors | $1.20 each

Right Handed 
Scissors
Ruled (0 to 50mm) scissors 
with rounded stainless steel 
blades� 133mm length�

D-S01002 
Single | $1.40 each 
12+ scissors | $1.20 each

Snap Blade Knife
The sharp blades snap-off 
using the special safety tool 
and the blades also have a 
safety lock�

AI-9495 | 16cm |  $2.90

Teacher Scissors
Stainless steel blades with 
comfortable handles, 
these are the ideal teacher 
scissors!

AI-6763 | $2.90 
20cm in length 

Zig Zag Scissors 
- Pack of 12
Non-rust metal scissors� 4 
assorted colours, red, yellow, 
blue and green�  
All plastic 130mm� 

EC-SZZ12 | Pack of 12 | $16.90

Scissors - 152mm
Stainless steel, plastic blue 
handles, rounded ends�  
Size 152mm�

D-STASCS  
Single | $1.40 each 
12+ scissors | $1.20 each

Cutting Mats
Protect surfaces when 
using cutters & knives� The 
gridded surface provides 
guidelines for accurate 
cutting

D-SURCM60   
600 x 450mm | $42.90

Scissors
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Du-Kit White Modelling Clay - 250g 
Easy to use white modelling clay can be baked in a standard 
oven�  Ideal for making toys, ornaments and fashion 
accessories�  Non-toxic�  �

D-MODDU | 250 grams | $14.90

EC-502 | Assorted Colours

EC-503 | Blue

EC-504 | Green

EC-505 | Orange

EC-506 | Purple

EC-507 | Red

EC-508 | Yellow

Fun Dough - 1.2kg
Fun Dough is safe, non-toxic and washable, making it ideal 
for young children and early model making�  Soft and bright 
colours appeal to children making it fun to create artwork 
using their hands and dough tools�  Stored in large, reusable 
tubs� 

$13�90

Dough and Modelling

Cream of Tartar - 1 kg
Ideal for making your very own dough!  Using the recipe, 
mix dry ingredients throughly�  Add Food Dye to the water 
and stir into dry ingredients�  Stir over a medium heat for 
several minutes until the mix forms a ball�  Once cooled 
children can play with it�  Keeps up to 4 weeks�

EC-497 | 1 kg | $39.90

Recipe for Dough

1 cup of flour 

1/2 to 1 cup of water 

2 tsp Cream of Tartar 

2 tbsp vegetable oil 

1 drop of Food Dye 

1/2 cup salt

Modelling Clay -500gm
High-quality clay is smooth, soft and pliable�  Perfect for artists of all ages� Non-toxic and washable, each block 
contains 500g of clay�

$4�50

EC-511 | Black

EC-512 | Brown

EC-513 | Dark Blue

EC-514 | Light Green

EC-515 | Olive Green

EC-516 | Orange

EC-517 | Pink

EC-518 | Purple

EC-519 | Red

EC-510 | Sky Blue

EC-520 | White

EC-521 | Yellow

EC-538 | Terracotta

EC-539 | Flesh
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DAS Modelling Clay -1kg
DAS is an air hardening, non toxic, 
gluten-free malleable modelling clay� 
DAS has a fine even texture that is easy 
to smooth� Can be used on various 
supports (wood, cardboard, terracotta 
etc)� Poster and acrylic paint or varnish 
can be applied as decoration� DAS is 
highly pliable and is suitable for all 
modelling techniques� Ideal for small 
objects, decorations and jewellery�

EC-498 | Terracotta | $9.90

EC-499 | White | $9.90

Jovi Air Hardening Clay - 1kg
Jovi air hardening clay is suitable for children from the age of 4� It has a pleasant and fresh feel and it doesn’t stain in the 
way that clay does� It can be shaped by hand or by covering frames made of different materials (wire, wood���)�  Then you 
just leave it to dry naturally in the air for 24 hours, eliminating the need to use high temperature ovens�

It can be reshaped and is easy to give your models their finishing touches� Once hard it can be painted, varnished, polished 
and cut� 

D-JOV86 | White colour | $9.40 

D-JOV89 | Terracotta colour | $9.40

D-JOV86G | Grey colour | $9.40

Potters Clay - 20kg
A top quality clay that is soft and easy to work with� Non-toxic, the clay suits all applications including firing, or 
leaving to air dry, then painting� No kiln firing is required� 

PC-T | Terracotta | $37.90

PC-W | White | $39.90452
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Plaster of Paris - 3kg
Plaster of Paris is great for all plaster molding as it is very 
fast drying� Comes in a storage box�

EC-PLAST3 | 3kg | $12.90

Sculpt-It - 10kg
This modelling mix combines the best features of clay, 
plaster and paper maché� Supplied in powder form, add 
water and cast or model with fingers or tools� It doesn’t 
shrink, adheres to most surfaces and may be used to build 
up relief sculpture� Sculpt-It may be cast in sand, plastic or 
rubber molds� When dry, this medium may be sawn, carved 
or nailed�  Paint with any type of Creative Classrooms paint�

EC-SM10 | 10kg | $56.90

Kinetic Sand
Kinetic Sand has fluid-like movement when pressed into 
hands�  This technology allows the Kinetic Sand to act a 
lot like dough - it can be twisted, shaped, tossed or sliced�  
It’s a great sensory product 
and children will marvel at 
the sand and how it can be 
shaped, then turned back 
into sand in an instant�  
Gluten free, dust free and 
allergen free and is naturally 
antimicrobial meaning an 
agent that doesn’t allow micro 
organisms to live within the 
sand�  
Ages 3+

DS-150101  1 kg | $19.90

DS-150201  5 kg | $64.90

Sculpt-It 
Modelling Mix
This white modelling 
mix combines the best 
features of clay, plaster 
and paper mâchè� 
Supplied in powder form, 
add water and cast or 
model with fingers or 
tools� It doesn’t shrink, 
adheres to most surfaces 
and may be used to build 
up relief sculpture�  
Sculpt-It may be cast in 
sand, plastic or rubber 
molds� When dry, can be 
sawn, carved or nailed� 
Decorate with any paint�

EC-522 | 1 kg | $9.90

Modwrap Plaster Bandage 
A very versatile craft product that can be bandaged around 
most forms� A fine gauze material that is in a roll form, 
impregnated with quick drying plaster for creating casts or 
molding shapes� Non-toxic, microwaveable, quick and fun!  
Roll measures 30�5cm x 9�1 metres�

EC-627 | Single roll | $16.90

Playfoam
Squash the Playfoam up, 
shape it however you like, 
squash it back down and 
start over again�  Playfoam 
never dries out so the 
creativity never ends - and 
the secret no-stick formula 
means you can take it 
anywhere for creative 
fun on the go!  Product 
contains polystyrene�   
Ages 3+�

EI-1906  | Combo 8-Pack | $15.90  
8 pieces in 8 colours:  yellow, blue, light green, lime, pale orange, 
light orange, purple & pink

EI-1876 |  JUMBO Class Pack | $129.90
16 giant bricks in 8 colours:   blue, green, purple, orange, sparkle 
pink, sparkle orange, sparkle green and sparkle yellow 453
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Dough Characters
Children can use their imagination to mould and shape 
their own creatures!  Set of 54 pieces includes feet, 
shoes, hands, arms, claws, lips, noses, eyes, mouths and 
hats�

EC-DP52 | Pack of 54 | $8.90  Available April
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Dough and Modelling Tools

Match-It Stamps:  Set A - Pack of 6
Match-it Stampers are fun tools to use with dough�   
Fun images and easy for young artists to handle�

EC-MISA6 | Set of 6 different designs | $22.90

Match-It Stamps:  Set B - Pack of 6
Match-it Stampers are fun tools to use with dough�   
Fun images and easy for young artists to handle�

EC-MISB6 | Set of 6 different designs | $22.90

Easi-Grip Double End Dough Tools  
- Pack of 3
Designed specifically for young hands, these soft 
ergonomically shaped dough and clay tools are ideal for 
first timers� Great to use with dough�

EC-EGT3 | Set of 3 different designs | $24.90

Animal Pattern Rocker Stampers  
- Pack of 4
Easi-Grip kinder stampers ideal for first timers encouraging 
creative pattern activity� These stampers are ideal to use 
with dough�

EC-APRS4 | Set of 4 different designs | $16.90

Hemispherical Pattern Stampers 
- Pack of 4
Easi-Grip kinder stampers ideal for first timers 
encouraging creative pattern activity� Ideal for use with 
dough�

EC-HPS4 | Set of 4 different designs | $15.90

454
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Zig Zag Dough Scissors - 
Pack of 12
These bright colourful design scissors 
are ideal for young students to create 
their own imaginative designs� They 
are also excellent for all dough play 
where traditional metal scissors will 
rust over time� 4 assorted colours, 
red, yellow, blue and green� All 
plastic130mm� 

EC-SZZ12 | Pack of 12 | $16.90

Easy Grip Pattern Makers - Pack of 4
Enduring pattern makers ideal for small young hands� 
40mm round pattern face�

EC-524 | Pack of 4 | $9.90

Dough Accessories  
- Pack of 5
A 5-piece set of dough tools�

EC-509 | Pack of 5 | $7.90

Mini Dough Cutters  
- Pack of 12
A robust but small sized cutter ideal 
for young hands� Ideal for classroom 
use for both clay and dough�  4 colours 
included�

EC-CDCM12 | Pack of 12 | $15.90

Dough Explorers Rollers Set 1  
- Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different patterns�

D-DERPE705 | Pack of 4 | $15.90

Dough Explorers Rollers Set 2 
- Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different patterns�

D-DERPE855 | Pack of 4 | $15.90

Dough Explorers Rollers Set 3  
- Pack of 4
Pack of 4 plastic rollers with different patterns�

D-DERPE876 | Pack of 4 | $15.90
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Wooden Clay Modelling Tools - Pack of 12
20cm wooden tools for clay or plasticine modelling� Set of 12 in a re-sealable  
zip-lock bag�

EC-496 | Pack of 12 | $16.90

Vegetables Cookie Cutters
EC-495 | 6 stencils | 10cm | $4.40

Fruit Cookie Cutters
EC-491 | 6 stencils | 10cm | $4.40

Dough-it Extrusion Machine
This exciting easy-to-use extruder lets young children 
produce 12 different patterns to decorate their dough 
project�

EC-501 | $6.90

Dough-it Extruders - Pack of 8
A pack of 8 extruders consisting of 2 x 4 designs� Ideal for 
use with play dough�

EC-500 | Pack of 8 | $7.90

Jovi Clay Modelling 
Tools - Pack of 5
Set of 5 plastic clay modelling tools�

D-JOV5 | Pack of 5 | $5.90
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Rolling Pin 
Flat surface rolling pin suitable for most modelling uses or 
try it with paint!  Rolling pin measures 23cm (L)�

EC-537 | Single rolling pin | $7.90

Large Wooden Rolling Pins:  
Designer - Set of 4
Set of 4 x 210mm rolling pins with varying patterned 
surfaces (straight, hatch, wave and deep) for use with 
modelling materials or sand trays�

EC-533 | Pack of 4 | $23.90

Wooden Pattern Hammers - Pack of 5
Bring dough and clay to life with a simple ‘whack’ using 
these non-stick lightweight and strong wooden hammers�  

EC-523 | Pack of 5 | $17.90

Rubber Pattern Rolling Pins  
- Pack of 4
A unique set of patterned rolling pins, which are suitable 
for dough or paint�

EC-534 | Pack of 4 | $24.90

Mini Pattern Rolling Pins - Pack of 6
These mini pattern rolling pins are great for small hands� 
Ideal for dough, they measure 19cm long�

EC-624 | Pack of 6 | $24.90

Clay Hammers - Pack of 5
Set of 5 easy-to-use non-stick wooden hammers that can 
create 10 different impressions� For use with dough and 
modelling clay�

EC-CH5 | Set of 5 designs | $31.90
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Glitter - 1kg
These large economical tubs of glitter have unlimited craft and decorative uses�  Add some sparkle to arts and crafts!  

$22�90

Craft Accessories

EC-612 | Blue

EC-613 | Gold

EC-614 | Green

EC-615 | Magenta

EC-616 | Multicolour

EC-617 | Purple

EC-618 | Red

EC-619 | Silver

Rainbow Sand - 1kg
A range of non-toxic, non-staining sand that has been produced in vibrant colours to add excitement and imagination 
from sand and water play to card making and collage activities�

$10�90

EC-649 | Black

EC-648 | Blue

EC-650 | Dark Green

EC-651 | Fluoro Pink

EC-652 | Purple

EC-653 | Red

EC-655 | Yellow
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Marabu Glass Black Relief Paste
A wonderful pen to use on glass or porcelain!  Ideal 
for painting outlines, fine decorations and stenciling�  
When dry (after 30 min) colour in the outlines using 
Marabu Glass Painter pens�  Dishwasher safe after 3 
days�

D-MARABRE | Black colour | $6.50
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Marabu Glass Painter Contour Tip
Marabu Glass Black Painter pen comes in black with a 
1mm tip�  Paint onto any glass or porcelain surface and 
after 3 days of drying the glass is dishwasher safe�  Great 
for decorating glass cups, plates etc�

D-MARABBL | Black colour | Pen tip 1mm | $7.90
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Marabu Glass Painter 
Assortment Pack

These brightly coloured 
odourless pens can be used 
to paint directly onto glass!  
Once the glass is painted, allow 
the paint to dry for 2 days 
after which time the glass is 
dishwasher safe�

D-MARAB | Set of 5 pens:  orange, 
pink, red, green & purple | Pen tip 
1-2mm | $28.90
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Metallic Flakes
Fine decorative gilding flakes add a vintage metallic 
sparkle to art and craft projects�

AI-6372 | 3 pack: Gold, Silver & Bronze | 2gm per colour | $7.40N
EW

!

Glitter Glue Stick Refills
Get creative with Glitter Glue Stickers!  Use with the 
High Temp Mini Glue Gun (Pg� 435)�  Pack includes two 
each of gold, silver, green, red and blue�

AI-5923 | Pack of 10 | Each stick 100mm (L), 7mm (W) | $2.50

N
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Coloured Glitter Shakers
Handy shakers make it easy to handle and decorate 
with glitter!  Pack includes gold, silver, multicolour, 
green, red and blue�

AI-6373 | 6 colours | Each pack weighs 7gm | $7.90

N
EW

! Neon Glitter Shakers
Make a statement with intense neon glitter!  Pack 
includes yellow, green, blue, purple, pink and orange 
neon colours�

AI-6364 | 6 colours | Each pack weighs 7gm | $9.90
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Full Masks - Set of 24
These environmentally friendly biodegradable cane fibre masks 
come with attached head elastics� Ideal for allowing children 
to use their creative skills� Suitable for use with paint, markers, 
crayons and collage materials�

EC-622 | Set of 24 | $36.90

Half Masks - Set of 24
These environmentally friendly biodegradable cane 
fibre masks come with attached head elastics� Ideal for 
allowing children to use their creative skills� Suitable for 
use with paint, markers, crayons and collage materials�

EC-623 | Set of 24 | $29.90

Giant Stencils for Making 
Masks - Pack of 10
Giant stencils are ideal for making masks�  
Ten different designs including a rabbit, 
monkey, mouse, pig, frog, bear, cat, 
horse, lion and walrus�  Made of flexible 
plastic�

D-DERWS303 | Pack of 10 designs | $16.90

Tropical Feathers - 16gm
Beautiful brightly coloured feathers 
that are ideal for decorating hats, paper 
mache figures or collages�  

AI-4360 | 16gm | $2.90

Craft Feathers 
Great assortment of beautifully 
coloured feathers�  Ideal for decorating 
hats, masks, collages and much more!  
Size 15-20cm� 

AI-OCF4361 | 25 feathers | $3.90460
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Joggle Eyes- Pack of 32
Handy pack of 16 sets of plastic eyes 
in 5 different colours� Great for art 
work of all kinds�  Eye size 15mm�

AI-4578 | Pack of 32 | $3.40

Moving Eyes with 
Eyelashes - Pack of 28
Add a funky element to crafts using 
these plastic eyes with attitude!  Eye 
size 12mm�

AI-5059 | Pack of 28 | $3.40

Eye Stickers - Pack of 2000
Jump start your next craft project with these easy-to-peel 
stickers� Stickers measure 12 to 19mm, 2000 eyes or 1000 
pairs�

J-3067136 | Pack of 2000 (1000 pairs) | $16.90

Joggle Eyes - Pack of 300
Pack of 300 black and white plastic 
Joggle Eyes in assorted sizes in a screw 
top storage pod�

EC-621 | Pack of 300 | $16.90

Adhesive Eyes Assorted Colours  
- Roll of 2000
Roll of 2000 pairs of styled coloured eyes with 10 
different colours and characteristics from ‘sleepy’ to  
‘pop’ eye�

EC-AEC2000 | Roll of 2000 (1000 pairs) | $16.90

Nose Sticker Roll
A roll of 600 assorted noses ideal for adding extra fun 
to art and craft projects�  

EC-ANS600 | Roll of 600 | $8.90  Available AprilN
EW

! Mouth Sticker Roll
A roll of 600 assorted mouth stickers�  Perfect for  
adding that finishing touch to art and craft projects�  

EC-AMS600 | Roll of 600 | $8.90  Available AprilN
EW

!
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Felt Sheets: A4 - Pack of 24
This packet of felt sheets includes 24 assorted sheets in 12 
colours�

AI-4381 | Pack of 24 | $16.90

Foam Shapes - 250 Pieces
These brightly coloured foam shapes 
can be glued onto craft projects� Great 
for pictures, collage, jewellery, 3D items 
and much more�

EC-607 | Pack of 250 | $4.90

Foam Assorted Shapes - 500 pieces
These brightly coloured foam shapes can be glued 
onto craft projects� Great for pictures, collage, 
jewellery, 3D items and much more�

D-KANEVA1 | Pack of 500 | $10.90
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Alphabet Foam Shapes  
- Pack of 150
Each set of assorted capital letters 
comes in assorted colours�  Size 
approximately 5 x 3�8cm�

J-3067204 | Pack of 150 | $5.40

Number Foam Shapes  
- 150 Pieces
Each set of assorted numbers comes in 
assorted colours�  Size approximately 
5 x 3�8cm�

J-3067205 | Pack of 150 | $5.40

Foam Sheets - Pack of 10
Cut your own shapes to suit the craft� Sheets come in a 
pack of 10 assorted colours� Washable and waterproof, the 
sheets are non-toxic, easy to cut and durable�  Assorted 
colours, sheet size 20 x 30cm�

D-DERFP066 | Pack of 10 sheets | $5.90

Smart-Fab® Cut Sheets  
- Pack of 45 sheets
You’re always ready to create with convenient individual 
pre-Cut Sheets�  Smart-Fab® Cut-Sheets are a cloth-like 
texture that save precious preparation time and are easy to 
distribute and store� Enjoy the same great colours, quality 
and durability in a format that’s just right for the classroom� 
15 assorted colours, 3 of each colour�  Sheet size 30 x 48cm�   

D-SFBSHEETS | Pack of 45 sheets | $20.90
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Canvas Tote Bags  
- Set of 24
Fun and easy to decorate with fabric 
paints and fabric markers�  Handles 
come in 6 bright colours�  Bags 
measure 15 x 13cm� 

J-3067260 | Set of 24 | $42.90

Wooden Photo Frame 
Ornaments - Set of 12
Pack of 12 wooden photo frame 
ornaments�  Includes latch backing 
and clear photo protector�  Decorate 
with paint, markers, pencil, beads, 
crayon, glitter and more�  Frames 
measure 8�5cm� 

J-3067273 | Set of 12 | $17.90

Decorate Your Own 
Frame - Set of 24
Decorate your own craft frames! 
Backless frames measure 15 x 15cm� 

J-3067207 | Set of 24 | $34.90

Wooden Spoons  
- Set of 12
These spoons can be decorated as 
hand held puppets� Create a family or 
dress up in your school colours� Each 
spoon measures 23�5cm long�

EC-663 | Set of 12 | $17.90

Wooden Dolly Pegs  
- Pack of 30
Pack of 30 natural coloured Dolly 
Pegs� Peg length 110mm�

D-KANW347 | Pack of 30 | $6.90

Craft Fabric Squares  
-  Pack of 150
Precut printed fabrics perfect for 
your next collage project�  10 fabric 
patterns, 3 sizes of squares: 7�6cm, 5cm 
and 3�8cm�

J-3067278 | Pack of 150 | $12.90

Popsticks - Packs of 1000
Popstick craft is an exciting construction medium�  They 
are light, easy to glue together and can be used to 
make hundreds of fun craft projects!

D-KANW017C | Assorted Colours:  Pack of 1000 | $18.90

D-DKANW017 | Natural:  Pack of 1000 | $15.20

Match Sticks - Packs of 4000
Model making can be made more amazing with match 
stick art and craft ideals�  Use with other craft mediums 
such as dough and paper mache� 

D-KANW0254C | Assorted Colours:  Pack of 4000 | $9.40

D-KANW0254 | Natural:  Pack of 4000 | $8.40
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Really Big Bright 
Buttons - Pack of 130
This bright collection of buttons 
comes in varied shapes, colours and 
sizes (largest size 40mm)� 

J-3067248 | Pack of 130 | $25.90

Glittering Rhinestones  
- Pack of 570
Give your projects some glamour!  
Assorted, sizes, shapes and colours�  
Flat backs for easy gluing�  Sizes range 
from 3mm to 22mm�

J-3067202 | Pack of 570 | $12.90

Sparkling Flower Jewels  
- Pack of 300
Flower gemstones will add a sparkly 
accent to any craft! Flowers come in 
assorted colours and styles with flat 
backs for easy gluing� Pieces range 
from 5mm to 38mm�

J-3067129 | Pack of 300 | $12.90

Glitter Letter Confetti
Thousands of letters in a range of 
colours�  Add some sparkle to any 
art and craft project! 

AI-6381 | Pack weighs 100gm | $10.90
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Sequins Value Pack
Add some sparkle to art and craft 
projects! 

AI-3547 | Pack weighs 200gm | $11.90N
EW

!

Glitter Stars Confetti
Add pizazz to craft projects by 
adding glitter stars�  Sprinkle over 
other art work too! 

AI-6382 | Pack weighs 100gm | $11.90
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Coloured Wooden 
Spools - Pack of 50
Bright spools for lacing, gluing or 
collage� Assorted sizes and colours� 
Largest is 2�5cm (L)� Smallest is 1�9 (L)� 
Each has a 3mm lacing hole�

J-3067133 | Pack of 50 | $14.90
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Neon Pom Poms  
- Pack of 150
Brightly coloured neon Pom Poms in assorted colours and 
sizes for fun crafts or use in collage�

D-KANPP5 | Pack of 150 | $10.90

Glitter Pom Poms - Pack of 200
Glittering pom poms in assorted colours and sizes�  
Perfect for adding dimension and sparkle to any project�

AI-4443 | Pack of 200 | $12.90

Mini Pom Poms - Pack of 200 
A great selection of mini pom poms in assorted colours�  
Size 10mm�

AI-OCP4620 | Pack of 200 | $2.90

Red/White/Green Glitter Pom Poms  
- Pack of 150
Christmas coloured Glitter Pom Poms come in red, green 
and white in assorted sizes�  Fun to use for crafts or use in 
collage�

D-KANPP3 | Pack of 150 | $11.90

Assorted Pom Poms - Pack of 280
Vibrantly coloured pom poms are great for craft 
projects, costumes, props and decorations�   
Assorted colours and sizes�

D-KANPM003 | Pack of 280 | $9.90
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Maori Pattern Craft Ribbon
Three packs of satin ribbon in different traditional 
Maori patterns�  

AI-5305 | 3 packs | Each ribbon is 3cm (W) x 1m (L) | $7.90

N
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Acrylic Yarn - Pack of 12
A classic classroom staple that is 
versatile for multiple projects and 
activities! Try stringing beads or 
hanging ornaments and small frames� 
Yarn also adds wonderful accents to 
masks, hats or paper bag puppets�

J-3067175 | Pack of 12 | $76.90

Satin Ribbons - Pack of 16
16 spools of satin ribbon in 8 vibrant colors - over 122 
metres of ribbon in total!  Ribbon comes in 2 sizes:  
3mm (W) and 10mm (W)� 

J-3067158 | Pack of 16 | $31.90

Jute Twine
One of the classic crafting 
essentials, Jute Twine is a natural 
fibre and adds a wonderful rustic 
touch!   

AI-1704 | 55m (L) x 2mm (W) | $2.90
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Cotton Twine
Cotton Twine is suitable for 
general purpose art and craft 
tasks and is made from 100% 
cotton�   

AI-6459 | 50gm | $2.90
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Polystyrene Balls, Eggs & Cones
Incorporate these polystyrene craft balls into your next project and discover 
worlds of possibilities!  Add collage materials to create mini sculptures and 
original artwork�  

AI-OCP4411  35mm Balls | Pack of 15 | $2.50

AI-OCP4410  60mm Balls | Pack of 6 | $2.50

AI-OCP4642  60mm Eggs | Pack of 10 | $2.90

AI-OCP3956  14cm Cones | Pack of 3 | $3.90466
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Pearl Pony Beads  
- Pack of 1000
Pearl coloured plastic beads in soft 
pink, blue, yellow and translucent 
yellow�  Great for threading activities�

EC-632 | Pack of 1000 | $19.90

Neon Pony Beads  
- Pack of 1600
Neon coloured plastic beads in 
bright purple, yellow, green orange, 
blue and pink�  Great for threading 
activities�

EC-631 | Pack of 1600 | $16.90

Metallic Pony Beads  
- Pack of 1000
Dazzling coloured plastic beads in 
metallic blue, silver, green, pink, red, 
gold, salmon and lemon�  Great for 
threading activities�

EC-630 | Pack of 1000 | $23.90

Christmas Pony Beads  
- Pack of 1000
Dazzling Christmas plastic beads in 
metallic gold, silver, green and red�  
Great for threading activities�

EC-629 | Pack of 1000 | $19.90

Alphabet Pony Beads  
- Pack of 350
A centimetre in diameter these little 
beads with alphabet letters on are 
suitable for making bracelets or 
necklaces� 

EC-628 | Pack of 350 | $11.90

Plastic Needles   
- Pack of 32
Multi-coloured plastic needles� These 
safe blunt needles are ideal for 
weaving or threading� The large eye 
assists young fingers�  Size 75mm�

EC-633 | Pack of 32 | $4.50

PVC Tubing - Green
Colourful, pliable plastic tubing for stringing and plaiting 
activities� 2mm x 80m roll�

EC-PT2G | 1 roll | $17.90

Spaghetti String
These 60m reels are ideal for necklace making with pony 
beads!  The string is 1mm thick with PVC tubing�

 60 metres | $8�90

EC-644 | Green

EC-639 | Black

EC-643 | Blue

EC-640 | Fluoro Pink

EC-647 | Fluoro Yellow

EC-641 | Glitter Sea Blue

EC-645 | Orange

EC-642 | Purple

EC-646 | Red
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Pastel Chenille Stems  
- Pack of 100
A craft essential when model making 
with hundreds of uses� Size 30cm�

EC-606 | Pack of 100 | $4.90

Assorted Chenille Stems  
- Pack of 100
A craft essential when model making 
with hundreds of uses�  Size 30cm�

EC-602 | Pack of 100 | $4.90

Neon Chenille Stems 
- Pack of 100
A craft essential when model making 
with hundreds of uses� Size 30cm�

EC-605 | Pack of 100 | $4.90

Candy Chenille Stems  
- Pack of 25
Red, white and green striped stems� 
Ideal for Christmas crafts! Size 30cm� 

EC-CCS25 | Pack of 25 | $4.90

Red/White/Green 
Chenille Stems - Pk 100
A craft essential when model making 
with hundreds of uses� Size 30cm�

EC-604 | Pack of 100 | $4.90

Black Chenille Stems  
- Pack of 100
A craft essential when model making 
with hundreds of uses� Size 30cm�

EC-603 | Pack of 100 | $4.90

Hygienic Craft Rolls Assorted Sizes 
- Set of 60
This set of hygienic craft rolls come in assorted sizes and 
are ideal for numerous art and craft activities� Pack of 60 
contains 24 x 50mm, 20 x 110mm, 16 x 160mm�

EC-601 | Set of 60 | $26.90

Hygienic Craft Rolls - Set of 110
These hygienic craft rolls are all the same size�  Ideal for 
numerous art and craft activities� Roll size 110mm x 38mm�

EC-600 | Set of 110 | $39.90468
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Maori Art for Kids
This collection of 
15 projects offers 
children aged 7 
and over a range 
of unique Maori art 
experiences� Practical 
skills cover sculpture, 
photography, design, 
paint, mixed media, 
collage and more� 
Easy-to-follow 
instructions include 
illustrations of the 
steps involved, using everyday craft materials, recycled 
and found objects� Examples of taonga (treasures) 
created by leading contemporary artists are shown 
alongside each project with a brief explanation of the 
object, its purpose and use in the past and present�

Ages 7+

PB-6162 | $23.90

Fun with Flax: 50 Projects for 
Beginners
These 50 interesting 
and entertaining 
projects are designed 
to teach beginners 
the basic skills of 
the Maori craft of 
plaiting�

Fun with Flax shows 
how to make items 
ranging from a simple 
windmill, a dart and 
a whistle to more complex puzzles, balls, birds, fish and 
even a caterpillar� Each project is described one step at a 
time with easy-to-follow line drawings and instructions� 
All are fun and will delight children and adults with their 
ingenuity, their beauty and the amusement they provide�

Ages 4+

PN-009931 | $27.90

Self-Adhesive Velcro 
Strips
Self-adhesive white hook and loop 
velcro strips are a no-mess solution for 
displaying charts, posters etc� Simply 
cut the strips to the required size� 
1 metre strip | Size 25mm x 1m

PP-VEL | $11.90 

Double-Sided Tape
Each side of the tape is self-adhesive, 
offering a no-mess solution for 
teachers! 
Roll is 15mm x 10m

D-80212 | $2.90

Masking Tape
Cost effective Masking Tape is 
a pressure-sensitive tape made 
from a thin easy-to-tear paper�  
Idea for indoor use and light 
duty applications� 
Size 25m (L)

AI-7064 | $2.90
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Mungyo Black 
Permanent Marker

Non-toxic black permanent maker 
has a round nib and is quick 
drying and waterproof� Marks on 
almost any surface� 
D-PENMUPE12BL | $1.60 each

  

Snap Blade Knife
The sharp blades snap-off using the 
special safety tool and the blades 
also have a safety lock� 
16cm in length

AI-9495 | $2.90

Cutting Mat
Mats are a safe alternative when 
slicing with very sharp tools�  Prevents 
damaging tables and desks� 
600 x 450mm

D-SURCM60 |  $42.90
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